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ACCURACY OF SHEAR-WAVE POLARIZATION ESTIMATES FROM NEAR-OFFSET VSP DATA

XINWU ZENG’ y2 AND  COLIN  MACBETH’

ABSTRACT

Uncertainties in the ground coupling of shear sources, alignment
of the source polarization, the transfer function between the geo-
phone and the formation and the orientation of the receiver tool in
the borehole  may be amongst the principal causes of inaccuracy
when estimating shear-wave splitting (polarizations and time delay)
from multicomponent VSP data. Investigations using synthetic seis-
mograms computed for a zero-offset VSP in an anisotropic half-
space address the frequency-independent part of this problem to
determine how much uncertainty can be tolerated for simple ampli-
tude and orientation variations in the source and geophone compo-
nents whilst still maintaining a shear wave polarization estimated for
the faster split shear wave accurate to within 5” or less.

Polarization estimates are obtained by applying anisotropic analy-
sis techniques to synthetic seismograms with various uncertainties
included. The analysis techniques, which are in common use on four-
component data generated by dual orthogonal shear sources recorded
on horizontal geophones, do not take into account the source and
geophone response functions. A comparison between model and
estimated polarizations for cumulative wave properties averaged
between source and receiver show that the estimates are within the
desired 5” accuracy for source misalignments of +20”  provided the
time delay is larger than 0.12T  (T being the peak period) but require
the misalignments to be +5”  or less for a smaller time delay.

Polarizations with this preset accuracy can also be obtained for
amplitude variations in the two orthogonal sources or geophone
components by a scale factor of 0.40 provided the time delay is
larger than 0.22T, this increasing to a factor of 0.80 or more for a
smaller time delay. Interval estimates of polarization, obtained by
analyzing the wave properties over a small section of the propaga-
tion path, are accurate if the geophones are correctly matched to
within a relative scale factor of 0.50 for a time delay of O.l6T,  this
increasing to 0.87 for a smaller time delay of 0.04T. For these inter-
val estimates, relative misorientation between the two geophone
groups at the different VSP levels must be more accurate than f10”
to achieve the 5” preset accuracy in polarization, but a single three-
component set may be misoriented by f10” for the cumulative esti-
mates to retain the same accuracy.

These conclusions are likely to be generally applicable to fre-
quency dependent coupling and estimates derived from more com-
plicated combinations of the recordings. They do not appear to be
too restrictive on the current field practices and may mean that cor-
rectly designed multicomponent experiments can be performed more
economically whilst still giving accurate results.

The correct interpretation of multicomponent VSP data
yields substantially more insight into the internal structure of
subsurface rocks than a corresponding scalar data set. These
data are, however, also more sensitive to inaccurate knowl-
edge of the source signature and geophone tool response. As
accurate control of the excitation and recording of vector
wave-field data is not guaranteed, even when the standards
set for consistent multicomponent recording and processing
(Pruett, 1989) are strictly followed, estimates of vector wave-
field parameters may be inaccurate.

It is common to observe unequal source strengths from
different horizontal excitations. For example, relative ampli-
tude errors of up to 15% were reported by Bishop (1989) for
an ARISTM source and a possible maximum rms amplitude
ratio between in-line and cross-line shots of up to 3 from an
OMNIPULSETM  source (Choi and Gangi, 1991). This imbal-
ance may also arise in stacking due to overcompensation
during acquisition for the loss of source sweeps (Lewis,
1991). Misalignment of the shear sources provides a further
inaccuracy. If the source truck is positioned relative to the
well by operator sight, misalignment may occur when natural
or man-made obstacles prevent a clear sight of the well.
Even for a more cautious survey, achieved by driving along a
preoriented surveyed line (Winterstein and Meadows, 1991),
the alignment error may be +5” (Queen, 1987). Further inac-
curacies may also arise when a source constrained to excite
one direction of motion has to be visually repositioned to
generate the conjugate orthogonal motion.

The inaccuracies that arise in the recording of seismic
waves appear relatively less problematic than those associ-
ated with the generating mechanism. At seismic VSP fre-
quencies inaccuracies arising from the effect of resonances
are less important than at higher cross-well frequencies.
However, if the horizontal locking force is too low or the
casing not adequately coupled to the formation, anomalous
phase shifts and amplitude distributions are created in the
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horizontal component data (Hardage, 1992). Recently, new
tools and procedures have been introduced which reduce res-
onances and allow in-situ calibration of the transfer function
between the receiver and the formation (Horowitcz,  1989;
Kawahara et al., 1990). Reorientation of the recorded data,
necessary due to tool twist, can be achieved using offset P-
wave polarizations with an accuracy of _+15”  (Queen, 1987)
or, more accurately, by a gyroscope mounted on the receiver
array. A recent field test of four surface three-component
phones underlined additional practical problems associated
with polarity reversals, incorrect codings and couplings
(Lawton and Bertram,  1993).

Without sufficient accuracy and control of the above
effects, interpretations of vector-based phenomena, such as
anisotropy estimates from shear-wave splitting, may be erro-
neous or misleading. With the recent increase in observations
of shear-wave splitting (Crampin  and Lovell, 1991) and the
potential applications (Crampin, 1987),  these effects are of
concern to those wishing to seek practical use of shear
waves. This present study aims to give an indication of the
necessary experimental control required to obtain accurate
polarization estimates in near-offset VSP data. This is
achieved by estimating qS1 (faster split shear-wave) polar-
ization directions from synthetic seismograms computed for
mathematical models simulating the four different aspects of
experimental inaccuracy above. The principal effects consid-
ered are: amplitude variations for the source and geophone;
source misalignment; geophone misorientation. The qS 1
polarizations are determined by applying the algebraic analy-
sis techniques developed by Zeng and MacBeth  (1993) to
synthetic data. These give cumulative and interval measure-
ments of the wave field, which (incorrectly) assume an ideal
error-free acquisition in an anisotropic half-space. The vector
convolutional model for anisotropic wave propagation pro-
vides a way of visualizing how the inaccuracies give rise to
the polarization errors. A third technique (MacBeth  et al.,
1993a) is also employed as it may offer some hope of
inspecting the quality of multicomponent data.

A tolerable error of rt5” is predefined for the polarization
estimates, chosen so that inferred crack-strike may be accu-
rate enough to combine with geological and geophysical data
for reservoir modelling but also to accommodate some com-
pounding of the errors from different effects. Time delay,

. obtained by the procedure of crosscorrelation, is a more sta-
ble measurement than polarization and the influence of inac-
curacies requires a different treatment. It is not considered
further in this present analysis but is the subject of a separate
study.

MULTICOMPONENT DATA ANALYSIS

The vector convolutional model
As with the scalar convolutional model, this provides a

useable  approximation to the recorded vector wave field for
the purposes of processing and subsequent analysis. It also
combines source, geophone and medium effects in a conve-
nient framework for the discussion of inaccuracies and how
they affect polarization estimates. The three-component vec-
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tor displacement, d/(r),  recorded in the far field at the ith
level in a VSP, generated by a single source motion s j(t) at
the surface may be expressed as:

d/(t)  = G,(t)*MjC(t)  *sj(t)  + n/(t), (1)

where the 3 x 3 tensor, MjC(t),  represents the cumulative
anisotropic medium response, G,(t), a matrix containing the
instrument responses of orthogonal receivers at the ith down-
hole level, s ,j(t), the equivalent vector source motion (vector
of force components) and n:(t),  the noise. The operations
denoted an asterisk are multiplication in the frequency
domain or convolution in the time domain. Equation (1) in
its general form may be applied to normal or oblique inci-
dence. Wavenumber dependence is not considered in this
equation.

Under ideal circumstances, when geophone and source
axes are aligned along a common coordinate system and
there is no crosscoupling within the receiver coupling sys-
tem, G;(t)  is a diagonal matrix with the principal diagonal
terms given by spatially independent and physically orthogo-
nal geophone responses:

Gi (t) =[T) gy;t) &g (2)

which becomes a unit matrix multiplied by a scalar only if
the responses are equal and flat with no phase distortion
within the signal bandwidth.

In situations where the approximation of a uniform and
homogeneous Earth is not appropriate, it is possible to adapt
equation (1) to define a more suitable local estimate of the
displacement transfer matrix M’(t)  = MC;+,(t)*{  MC,(t)}-’
between two or more geophone levels. The optimum spacing
of these levels depends upon the noise in the records, the
particular type of arrivals measured and the anisotropic prop-
erties of the medium. In the simplest application of this type
of measurement, the far-field recordings at level i are
assumed to act as an effective source for the recordings at
level i+l, with the source function s(t) (assumed consistent
for both levels) being deconvolved from the expression. If
the noise is uncorrelated between levels, so that it is essen-
tially nonpropagative,

d,+?(t) = G,,(t)*M1(t)*G;l(t)“di(t) + n;+,j. (3)

If the noise is an interfering arrival with significant vertical
slowness, or has a coherent element across levels, then we
must rewrite equation (3):

d,+,‘(t) = G,,(t)*M1(t)*G,-l(t)“(  dj(t)  - n/)} + n,+i. (4)

It is usually assumed that the major arrivals have been identi-
fied during initial data inspection, so that only uncorrelated
noise is present to distort the estimates. Such noise, being

uncorrelated with both the signal and other noise compo-
nents, affects the principal diagonal components in the
matrix inverse which is used to constitute the medium
response.
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Shear-wave processing based on the convolutional model
The process of computing a robust and stable estimate of

the directional impulse response, M(t), of the medium should
be separated from its subsequent interpretation within the
framework of anisotropic wave propagation. In the present
study, synthetic data in which inaccuracies have been
directly introduced are analysed using procedures which
assume ideal instrumentation and aligned sources and geo-
phones. The consequent errors between the polarization esti-
mates and the model values are compared with our preset
accuracy of +5”. For small errors we may make the claim
that the source and geophone response functions in equations
(1) and (3) do not affect the determination of MC(t)  and MI(t)
using these techniques.

Estimation of the medium response M(t) - In principle,
for an error-free environment and ideal acquisition system
with aligned sources and geophones, any number of different
sources (direction and magnitude), a spatial aperture contain-
ing a group of geophones (usually the array of triaxial geo-
phones on a borehole receiver tool but it may also include
different tool depths), and different arrivals can be used to
increase the redundancy in the available information in equa-
tions (1) and (3),  so that an inversion can be performed to
obtain stable least-squares estimates of either MC(t)  or M’(t).
The data overlap must be chosen to provide sufficient resolu-
tion of the complete directional response or a chosen subset
such as the shear-wave response. In estimation procedures it
is usual for the data to be combined in a way which is tail-
ored to the individual requirements of the data set (table 1 of
Wild et al., 1993). The interpretation step is aided by the
acquisition of data from an orthogonal source set s l(t),  s 2(t)
and s 3(t). The vector source s j(t)  in equation (1) is now
replaced by a source matrix S(t) = (s I(t 2(t)ls  3(t)} and the
displacement d/(t) by the corresponding displacement matrix
D,(r) = { d,1(t)ld,2(r)ld,3(t)}.  S(t) is a diagonal matrix of source
functions when the variables are defined in the source coor-
dinate frame and the sources are linear. These equations pro-
vide good overall resolution of M(t) and also give an oppor-
tunity to exploit the geometric symmetries associated with
the anisotropic response in subsequent interpretation. If the
sources are not orthogonal, the data can still be cast into an

-‘equivalent form if there is sufficient energy projected onto
all three orthogonal directions and the source motions are
linear and balanced. However, it is not wholly necessary for
the orthogonality of the sources to be exploited but that they
contribute sufficient independent information on the direc-
tional medium response with adequate energy in the qP, qS1
and qS2 arrivals. A novel use of this technique was shown by
Lefeuvre and Queen (1993) who analysed two linearly inde-
pendent converted shear waves in marine data to calculate
M’(t).

Interpretation of the medium response M(t) - For waves
propagating at normal incidence through an anisotropic
medium with a horizontal plane of symmetry, MC(t)  is sym-
metric as the polarizations are orthogonal and a direct inter-
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pretation can be made by algebraic eigen analysis (Li and
Crampin,  199 1, 1993; Zeng and MacBeth,  1993). For
oblique incidence in offset VSPs,  the recorded qP, qS1  and
qS2 polarizations may be inherently nonorthogonal for non-
symmetry planes as the direction of phase propagation devi-
ates from the group-velocity direction. Thus, arrivals which
necessarily have a common group velocity have polariza-
tions corresponding to different phase velocities and hence
different solutions to the Christoffel equation. An alternative
procedure must be used for nonorthogonal polarizations (see
Li and Crampin, 199 1, for the 2 x 2 case). However, in cases
of weak anisotropy and raypaths not close to singularities,
the assumption of orthogonal polarization directions at
oblique incidence may be valid and transformation into the
dynamic axes is appropriate for separating the qP, qS1  and
qS2 wave fields. In this case, MC(t)  is again symmetric,
being the product of three-dimensional rotation matrices
which can be determined by eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis
(Li et al., 1993). The local estimate M’(t)  may be symmetric
for both normal incidence and offset VSPs,  as the deviation
of phase from group-velocity direction may not be signifi-
cant over the small depth range.

The cumulative medium response for a uniform half-space
can be written:

M(t) = C,h(t;~,,  ~~7 T&, (5)

where C, and C, are both independent of time in this partic-
ular approximation to the wave field. C, transforms the input
source motion (stresses) into the qP, qS1  and qS2 wave
amplitudes in the coordinate system defined by the permissi-
ble polarization directions of the medium for a particular ray-
path from the source to the geophone position and C, trans-
forms the wave amplitudes back into displacements in the
acquisition coordinate frame. In the general case of three
nonorthogonally polarized qP, qS1  and qS2 waves, C, and
C, are given by the matrix of unit vectors along these direc-
tions and its inverse, respectively. The diagonal matrix A(t)
contains the relative time-shift operators &,, h, and h, for
qP, qS1  and qS2, respectively:

h, 0 0
A= 0 h, 0 )

i 1

(6)
0 0 h,

such that h,*s(t)  = s(t-T,),  with hi = exp(-ioz;) in the fre-
quency domain. These diagonal elements are related to the
vertical group or phase slownesses, depending upon the ray-
path and whether MC(t)  or MI(t)  is analysed. The hi’s  may
also include amplitude decay terms.

Convolutional model for  synthetic shear-wave data fkom
dual orthogonal soul-ces  - We now concentrate on more
simplified expressions for the convolutional model, as in this
present work we investigate shear-wave synthetic seismo-
grams computed for normal incidence propagation. These are
analysed as we wish to maintain a simple model with which
to focus on inaccuracies arising from source and geophone
effects. The synthetics are computed using full-wave
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synthetic seismogram package based upon the anisotropic
reflectivity method (Taylor, 1991) for which the source and
geophone effects may be readily incorporated. We consider
horizontal zero-offset source motions recorded on horizontal
geophones. Under these conditions, C, and C, are propor-
tional to the horizontal rotation matrices C(e) and CT(e)
(Alford, 1986) and there are no conversions between qP and
the qS1  and qS2 waves. With the absolute traveltime and
amplitude terms grouped as a constant scalar multiplier (set
to unity for convenience), the relative components of the
matrix for the medium response are now specified by only two
medium parameters, the qS1  polarization azimuth 8, [defined
here with respect to the in-line (X) direction (Figure l)], and
the time delay Az~ = z2 - z, between qS1 and qS2. MC(t)  and
MI(t)  are now given by the similarity product C(e)A(t)CT(e)
and equations (1) and (3) reduce to the 2 x 2 matrix form:

Di(t)  = G,(t)* ( C(B)h(t;Az)CT(B)}~*S(t>

and

(7)

D;+,(t>*D;‘(t)  =

G;+#)*(  c(e)h(t;Az)cT(e)};+,,il*Gi’(t). (8)

The noise at each level can be set to zero for the synthetics.
These equations show how source and geophone errors may
be expected to affect the analysis.

The analysis techniques to determine the qS1  polarization
estimates from synthetic seismograms are based upon a fur-
ther simplification of equations (7) and (8) for source and

geophone components both aligned along the in-line (X) and
cross-line (Y)  directions (Figure 1). The source functions are
s’(t)  = (1 ,O)T~(t)  and s2(t)  = (0, l)Ts(t),  such that S(t) = Is(t), I
being a unit matrix, and the geophone responses are assumed
balanced and flat such that g*(t) and g,(t) are constant and
G(t) is proportional to a unit matrix I. Equations (7) and (8)
now become:

D;(t) = ( C(e)A(t;A~)CT(t3)};C*s(r)

and

Pa>

Di+,(t)*D;‘(t)  = { C(e)A(t;Az)CT(e)}i’+,,; Pb)

for the interval estimates, where the data matrix may now be
interpreted directly as the medium response. We will refer to
the data set for which these assumptions are valid as the
ideal data matrix D(t) and the actual synthetic data which
includes the inaccuracies in the source and geophone as the
recorded data matrix D,.(t). In this work, seismograms are
computed with source and geophone inaccuracies directly
incorporated, and are analysed using equations (9a) or (9b).
The results are then interpreted using the mathematical
framework of equations (7) and (8). The analysis techniques
used on the synthetic seismograms are based upon the com-
mon solution of equations (9a) and (9b),  which allows us to
determine the shear-wave polarization 8, and relative time
delay AT, from the data by robust eigenanalysis. A conve-
nient least-squares solution is (Zeng and MacBeth, 1993):

X (in-line)

t

qS 1 polarization direction

gxw. qS2 polarization direction

\ L

. * Y (cross-line)
s’(t) g, (0

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional geometry of the synthetic experiment which computes the ideal data matrix D(t), for which sources s1 (t) and s2(t) and geo-
phones are aligned along in-line (X-axis) and cross-line (Y-axis) directions. The 9Sl polarization is defined by the angle 8, measured from the X-
axis. In this work, a variety of synthetic seismograms are computed with inaccuracies directly incorporated, and for source and geophones not
aligned along these directions, although 8, is still measured with respect to the X-axis. The angles 8,, 8, and 8, have the same definition.
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0, = 1/4 ( tan-‘[2CB,A,/C(Bx2-A,2)]  }, (10)

where the summation is over samples, k = 1, n, in the time
domain, A, = dxx X-dYY  x and B, = dxu k+d, k, with d,,,,N k repre-
senting the geophone recording along axis N of a source
along axis M. The first technique in this study, the dual
cumulative technique (DCT, Zeng and MacBeth, 1993),  cal-
culates the parameters of the medium response based upon
the solution applied to Di(t),  whereas the second technique,
the dual transfer matrix technique (DTT, Zeng and MacBeth,
1993),  calculates local estimates based upon the solution
applied to D,,(t)*D;'(t).  The data are also analysed by the
dual independent technique (DIT) (MacBeth and Crampin,
199 1; MacBeth et al., 1993; Zeng and MacBeth, 1993) to see
if they are affected by geophone misorientation, source mis-
alignment, geophone and source imbalance, giving an asym-
metry in the off-diagonal trace elements. This technique
offers an alternative to equation (9a):

I = {c(e,)ncT(e,)jc*~(t). (11)
The relative values of the angles 8, and 8, for the rotation
matrix C depend upon the various inaccuracies superim-
posed upon the anisotropy. The difference between 8, and 8,
gives a direct measure of the asymmetry in the data matrix.
The results of data decomposition by equation (11) may only
attach physical significance in- the particular cases above
(MacBeth et al., 1993a,  gives a more detailed analysis) but
act as a convenient structure to partition errors in the wave
field:

8, = i/4 ( tan-‘[2CB,AJx(B,2-A,2)]
+ tan-’ LKLC~Dk/C(Cx2-Dk2)]  1,

8, = i/4 { tan-’ [2&A,/c(B,2-A,2>]
- tan-’ [2CC,DJC(C,2-D,2>]  } , (12)

where the summation is again over samples, k = 1, n, in the
time domain, A, and B, are defined as above, and C, =
dxx k + dYY k’ D, = dXY  x-d, k’ Note that Li and Crampin ( 199 1,
1993)  used an alteinativ’e approach, the linear transform
technique, to solve equation (I 1) and obtained similar results
to equation (12). In the present study, equation (11) is applied
to D;(t) only, as it is used to interpret cumulative estimates.

. . EFFECT OF ACQUISITION UNCERTAINTY ON
qS1 POLARIZATION

Multicomponent synthetic VSPs  are analysed so that the
influence of different acquisition errors can be controlled
with no influence from noise [n(t) = 01.  Four-component
shear data for directly transmitted waves are calculated using
the ANISEIS package (Taylor, 199 1) which computes full-
wave synthetic seismograms from point sources in a horizon-
tally layered anisotropic medium using reflectivity methods.
Zero-offset VSP synthetics are calculated for an anisotropic
half-space with the elastic constants obtained by permeating
an isotropic background material (P-wave velocity of 3.00
km/s, S-wave velocity of 1.73 km/s and density of 2.10
g/cm3) by vertical, parallel, aligned fluid-filled microcracks
which gives a 5% birefringence. The elastic constants for

this effective anisotropic material were determined from the
theory of Hudson (1980, 198 1). The strike (qS1  polarization
direction), 8,, of the microcracks varies but it is measured in
all cases with respect to the in-line (X) direction (Figure 1).
The synthetic seismograms are computed for a range of
crack strikes and time delays simulated by distributing geo-
phones in a vertical column within the anisotropic half-
space. Acquisition uncertainties (imbalances and misalign-
ments) are introduced directly into the modelling and then
polarization estimates obtained using equations ( 10) and ( 12)
to obtain local and cumulative polarization estimates 8, and
the angular parameters 8, and 8,. Results from a variety of
source wavelets with different peak frequencies were found
to agree when normalised by the peak period. Therefore,
they are plotted against the dimensionless quantity AT,,,/T,
the ratio of the model time delay, AT:,,  and the peak period,
T, of the source wavelet.

Source effects
a) Source misalignment - Synthetic shear-wave data are

computed for an in-line source, s](t)  = ( l,OjT,  which is cor-
rectly aligned, but a cross-line source direction, s2(t)  in error
from (O,l)T  by S,. Theoretically, the effective source matrix
S(t) = {s’ ls2)  for the shear waves is:

S(t) =
1 -sinhsi I0 costis s(t), (13)

with the expected form for the recorded data matrix D,.(t)
related to the ideal data matrix D(t) through equation (7):

D,.(I)  = D(t) *S(t) =
d
dxx

d,,cos6s  - d,,siGjs

YX d,,cos% - dYXSi% ’ (14)

with dxx, dxy, d, and d,, being the elements of the ideal
trace matrix which fit the model of equation (9a).  Assuming
these errors cannot be corrected, we now compute a data
matrix of synthetic traces for which these errors are directly
incorporated. These are then analysed using equations (10)
and (12). Figure 2(a) gives the estimated polarization, 8,,
obtained from DCT by analysing synthetics from the model
with a fixed polarization or crack-strike direction, 8,, of 30”,
a progressive increase in time delay, AT,, from 0.04 T to
0.80 T, and a range of source misalignments from -30” to 30”
in 15” increments. For a time delay AZ, > 0.12 T (giving, for
example, a 6-ms  delay at 20 Hz), 8,, the estimated polariza-
tion is in error by a constant amount which increases in an
approximately symmetrical way about the model value. The
error is independent of the model time delay in this case,
with a maximum of 7.8” for 6, = -30”. The solid triangles on
Figure 2(a) show the predefined limit of tolerable error (f5”)
for the polarization. Calculations (not shown) give the limit
for an acceptable misalignment as 16,l I 20”. For a time delay
AZ, between 0.04 T and 0.12 T, the error increases linearly
.with  decreasing time delay, staying within the limiting accu-
racy only when l&l I 5”. Figure 2(b) compares the estimated
polarizations, e,, with a range of model polarizations, 8,,
within the same range of misalignment but for a fixed model
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time delay AZ, = 0.70 T. The polarization error remains con-
stant throughout the range of models.

Misalignment introduces an asymmetry into the recorded
data matrix which can be seen from equation (14). Con-
sequently, the two angular parameters 8, and 8, obtained
from DIT are, as expected, unequal for different 6, values
(Figure 3a, b). Most of the misalignment is concentrated in
the 8, parameter. In fact, when AT, > 0.12 T, 8, is only in
error by at the most 3.3” (Figure 3a), whereas for the same
time delay 8, may be in error by a constant amount of up to
16” (Figure 3b). Figure 3c shows that the 8, results are
almost constant for a range of model polarizations, 8,, and
misalignment, 6,, for A?;, = 0.70 T. A similar conclusion
applies to 8,.

(b) Source imbalance - It is assumed that the in-line and
cross-line sources have the same waveforms with differences
arising only in the absolute amplitude levels. The effective
source matrix is now:

S(t) = ;
{ 1
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S
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Fig. 2. DCT results for an alignment error 6, in the cross-line source
direction: (a) estimated polarization, e,, versus time delay, AT,,,,, nor-
malised by the peak period of the wavelet, T, for different 6, and a
model polarization of 30”. The results show that 8, is almost indepen-
dent of time delay when ATE > 0.12T. Solid triangles delineate range
of prespecified accuracy for the polarization estimate.

I AZ,,,, = 0.70 T .
/

80
i

i 0

/x ;

8 &=-30”
A t&=-15”
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@,,, (degrees)

Fig. 2. (b) Estimated polarization, 8, versus model polarization, 0,,
for AT,,,, of 0.7OT, and a range of alignment errors, 6, showing a con-
stant error for different model polarizations.

where ~~ is the imbalance factor, giving rise to an effective
recorded data matrix in terms of the ideal data matrix D(t):

D,.(t) = D(t) *S(t) =
{: :::j ‘7 (16)

where KS takes on values between 0 and 1, as values greater
than unity may be replaced by KS for the in-line component.
Here, the data matrix is affected in a different way from mis-
alignment. Figure 4a shows polarization estimates, 0,,
obtained by applying DCT to the synthetics computed for
various values of ~~ and a fixed model polarization, 8,, of
30”. There is now a strong dependence of 8, on the model
time delay for 8~~ 2 0.30 T (15 ms for a frequency of 20
Hz), with 8, diverging from 15” at AT,,,, = 0.30 T to 30” near
0.04 T. For a larger time delay, the polarization estimate
improves at first between 0.30 T and 0.60 T, with deviations
as little as Y, before tending towards a constant value of 1 lo
for KS = 0.1. The range of acceptable error, marked by the tri-
angles in Figure 4a, is not as straightforward to interpret as
the polarizations in the previous section due to the variation
of 8, with Az,/T  differing for each model time delay. Figure
4b, c and d show estimated polarizations for different model
polarizations and lcs on a finer scale than in Figure 4a but for
fixed Az,/T values. Solid circles mark the limit of the
acceptable error on each model estimate where the polariza-
tion deviates beyond 5” of the model value. Although in gen-
eral, a larger mismatch in the source amplitudes may be tol-
erated when recording shear waves with more prominent
splitting, there are anomalous results around AT, = 0.50 T
where the estimates appear more accurate. To obtain a more
complete picture of this behaviour, from which one may
derive more practical guidance, the curves in Figures 4b, c
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angular values 0, and 9, from equation (12), respectively. (c) corresponds to Figure 2b for 8,, with the results for 8, too small to show.

and d, and other similar ones for different time delays, are
combined in Figure 5 as a single plot. This shows shaded
regions where the error exceeds 5” (and for which we should
not accept the polarization estimates), defined for different
KS-values  and model time delays, for separate model polar-
izations in 10” increments. The white areas in the plots are
those combinations of KS and AT, for which the error in the
polarization estimate is acceptable, and so define a feasible
operating region for DCT. It should be noted immediately
that there are small notches in these regions where the polar-

ization appears well-resolved for KS = 0. Theoretically, there
is still sufficient information in one three-component record-
ing to determine 8, and AT,.  The result corresponds to the
particular combination of model polarization and time delay
for which

e, = l/4 i tan-’ [2Cd,,,d,,.,/C(dz,,,~ - dz,,,)i I (17)

is a suitable polarization solution. This solution is now simi-
lar to the maximum energy solution of DiSiena  et al. (1981)
for a linear f-wave arrival. It is unlikely that this will be
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generally useful for noisy field data. Figures 4 and 5 show
that a source scale factor of tcS > 0.4 may, in general, be tol-
erated provided the time delay built up over the propagation
path exceeds ATE = 0.22 T (11 ms for a peak frequency of 20
Hz). Less mismatch than this is tolerated when polarizations
are estimated from shear waves with smaller time delay. For
example, for AT,,,, = 0.04 T (2 ms delay for a peak frequency
of 20 Hz), the relative amplitude factors need to be within a
range 0.8 to 1.0.

The results from the DTT procedure were not discussed as
equation (8) effectively deconvolves the source matrix pro-
vided it is consistent between levels, no matter what form it
takes. To confirm this, DTT was applied to synthetic data
computed for two very different sources, one aligned along
0” with a peak frequency of 60 Hz, the other aligned along
50” with a peak frequency of 20 Hz and an amplitude 0.25 of
the other. Estimated polarization angles and time delays
agree almost exactly (to within 0.01%) with the expected
values for a similar range of models as above. These results
hold for most +cS values down to 0.1, at which point the small
amplitude values begin to adversely influence the inverse
matrix and hence the polarization effects.

Figures 6a through 6h show the corresponding results for
DIT. The 8, estimates are again generally less sensitive than
the 8, estimates. The 8, estimates display an oscillatory
behaviour with model time delay and two nodal points
at AT,,,  = 0.28 T and 0.73 T with an error of 17” at the first
oscillation peak. For a time delay AT, > 1.25 T, 8, is no
longer affected by K~. The 8, values are, by contrast, more
constant with a slight oscillatory behaviour for AZ, < 0.70 T
and show errors of 23” for larger time delays and a K~ of 0.1.
Figures 6b through 6d and 6f through 6h show the distribu-
tion of errors arising due to source amplitude variations in
more detail for specific time delays together with the points
at which the deviations cease to become acceptable. As with
DCT, a more complete picture for a range of splitting is
obtained by defining combinations of K~ and time delay
where there is an acceptable error of less than 5” (Figure 7a
and b corresponding to 0, and 8,, respectively). Although 8,
has less regions where the errors exceed 5” (shaded areas),
the generally acceptable range of K~ is similar to DCT, with a
tolerable amplitude variation of KS > 0.5 for AT:, between
0.12 T and 0.53 T but a better tolerance beyond 0.53 T for
most model polarizations. 8, gives a slightly worse limit of
K~ > 0.65 which holds for time delays greater than 0.16 T.
There are regions in Figure 7a where polarizations appear to
be accurately determined for K~ = 0. For this case, the theo-
retical estimate is twice that in equation (17) as may be seen
by comparing equations (10) and (12) for d, x = dYY.X = 0. It
may be noted that apart from 8, of 10” and’ 80”,  where all
estimates are within 5” of one or other source direction, this
theoretical result is consistent as there is no common point
for accurate polarization determination on the KS = 0 axis of
Figures 5 and 7a.

If a scaling factor is applied to the in-line source, or KS
values greater than unity are used for the cross-line source,
then a roughly symmetric (within a few degrees in polariza-
tion) set of results are obtained for both DCT and DIT.

Geophone errors
(a) Geophon miscoupling - A scaling factor of K~ one

the cross-line geophone component gives a matrix of geo-
phone responses for which gJr> = g(t) and g&r)  = ~&t) and
a 2 x 2 geophone response:

G(t) = { “b” KG;(tJ?

ACCURACY OF POLARIZATION ESTIMATES

(18)

which alters the recorded data matrix D,.(t) in terms of the
ideal data matrix D(t) to:

D,.(t)=G(t)*D(t)=g(t)  * (19)

As B, in equation (IO)  is the same for a data matrix and its
transpose, then G(t)*D(t)  may be transposed to give
DT(t)*G(t)  and Equation (19) may be written as D(t)*G(t)
because the ideal data matrix D(t) is symmetric.
Consequently, we would expect the DCT results for the syn-
thetics to be the same as those for the source imbalance study
above. It is also possible to visualize the DIT results for geo-
phone mismatch from the previous relations for source
imbalance. The recorded data matrix G(t)*D(t) is to be fitted
by the expression ( C(B,)h(r)CT(B,)  ) *s(t). Transposing this
is equivalent to analysing the recorded data matrix D(t)*G(t)
for source imbalance, f i t t ing with the expression

, { CT(~S)h(t)C(~G)}*~(t).  The results of the earlier section on
source effects can be used to determine the DIT results for
geophone mismatch, with 8, replacing 8, and vice-versa.

For local estimates of the medium response M’(t) using
DTT, the effect of analysing the synthetics for unequal geo-
phone amplitude factors between different levels in the geo-
phone array or between the same geophone components at
different tool positions can be predicted from equation (8)
with the geophone response matrices given by equation (18),
and KG; and KG;+,  as the relative amplitude factors at the ith
and i+lth levels. The relation between the polarization esti-
mate, 8,, and the model values, O,, consequently depends
upon the relative effect of KG;+,  and KGi. As local anisotropic
parameters are usually estimated over a small interval, it is
expected that the results should be quite sensitive to these
values. Figure 8 shows DTT estimates obtained by applying
the solution of equation (10) to data matrices constructed
using the left-hand side of equation (9b) from synthetic seis-
mograms for which these scale factors have been directly
incorporated. The seismograms are computed for model
polarizations of 30” and time delays of 0.04 T, 0.08 T, 0.16
T, and 0.32 T, as a function of K~,+, for several different
fixed K,,-.; values ranging from 0.2 to 1.8. These results con-
firm that the estimates are sensitive to the effects of differen-
tial amplitude factors with accurate polarizations obtainable
when both coupling factors are equal. Although it is not nec-
essary for KG; to be unity at each level i, but that KG,  should
equal KG;+,,  otherwise large errors result. This requirement is
also dependent on time delay, with a greater range of ampli-
tude variation possible with more prominent shear-wave
splitting. The relation between mismatch and polarization
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Fig. 8. Local polarization estimates, 6,, obtained using the DTT method, against model polarization, Cl,, for different combinations of geophone scale
factors ~~~ and K(-~+, , with Key+, ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 and ~~~ from 0.2 to 1.8 in increments of 0.4. Model polarization azimuth is 30”. Estimates are
shown for time delays of: (a) 0.04 T; (b) 0.08 T; (c) 0.16 T; and (d) 0.32 T.
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(a) &A = 0.04 T (b) Aq,, = 0.08 T
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ACCURACY OF POLARIZATION ESTIMATES

(c) AT,,, =‘0.16 T (d) AQ = 0.32 T

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

geophone scale factor KG i geophone scale factor k i

Fig. 9. Composite figures showing feasible combinations of scale factors ~~~ and Key+,, which give accurate polarization estimates using the DTT
method. Model polarization is X3O”Y. The behaviour is time-delay dependent and is shown for fixed time delays of: (a) 0.04 T; (b) 0.08 T; (c) 0.16 T;
and (d) 0.32 T, Notation as in Figure 5.

uncertainties is investigated in more detail in Figure 9, where
the shaded areas of the diagram represent combinations of
the tcGi and ~o;+~ for which the polarization error is larger
than 5”. The different plots are for a fixed model polarization
of 30” and the time delays specified in Figure 8. This affirms
the earlier conclusion that matching of the coupling factors at
different levels is required for accurate polarization esti-
mates. With both coupling factors ho; and KG;+,  set to unity
initially, a relative variation of 0.87 in the amplitudes is
expected for 0.04 T (2 ms at 20 Hz peak frequency), decreas-
ing to 0.50 for 0.16 T. Figure 10 shows the variation of these
white areas of tolerance with different model polarizations
from 10” to 80” in 10” increments, and a fixed model time
delay of 0.08 T, showing a fairly uniform behaviour with
polarization. Interval measurements tend to measure time
delays less than 0.08 T, and so may be sensitive to the ampli-
tude variations.

Data correction for source and geophone rotations
In many experimental configurations the data are not

acquired with source directions and geophone axes aligned
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along a common frame of reference. The source polariza-
tions are usually directed towards the well and what is
judged to be transverse to this direction. In the borehole the
geophone tool will twist and turn as it is moved from one
depth to the next and the borehole may also deviate from the
vertical. Consequently, an essential and fairly common
preconditioning step involves mathematical rotation (simu-
lating physical rotation) to reorient the geophones along the
source frame. This is accomplished by premultiplication of
the recorded data matrix D,.(t) by a rotation matrix. Estimates
of the geophone misorientation in the horizontal plane may
be obtained by examining the polarizations of offset P-waves
which produce more stable measures of ray direction than
shear waves in anisotropic media (Crampin  et al., 1981).
These may be in error by 10” or more compared to accurate
but expensive gyroscopic measurements (Queen, 1987).

The effect of a misorientation error of 6, relative to the
source frame, when calculating the cumulative medium
response MC(t)  using equation (10) may be predicted
by replacing the ideal data matrix D(t) by the expected
recorded matrix C(&,)D(t).  This substitution yields, after
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Fig. 10. Composite figures as in Figure 9 but for a range of model polarizations. from 10” to 80” in increments of 10” and a fixed time delay of 0.08 T.
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some algebra, a corresponding polarization estimate of 8, =
8, + 6,/2 where 8, is the true polarization value for D(t).
This straightforward result is confirmed by synthetic seismo-
grams (not shown). If, in addition, the source motions are
inaccurately specified by the same amount, giving a misori-
ention error of 6, relative to the expected orientation, the
recorded data matrix may now be written as C(s,)D(t)C(s,).
Substitution into equation (10) yields a cumulative polariza-
tion estimate of 8, + 6,/2 - 6J2.  The effect of relative
receiver tool misorientations on interval estimates is
to change the local medium response to C(6,,+,)
{ Dj+,(t>*D,‘(t>}C(S,;)  (equation (8) with G;(t)  = C(6,,)],
which combines in equation (10) after some algebra to give a
DTT estimate of 8, + 6,,,/2 - SC,.  /2. Physical rotation of
two geophones together should not alter the polarization esti-
mate, but twisting in different directions will compound the
inaccuracy. This means that for cumulative measurements an
individual misorientation of f10” can be tolerated to give
polarization estimates to within 5”,  but the maximum relative
misorientation between geophone levels for interval mea-
surements should be &lo”. This error is similar to that deter-
mined by Queen (1987) using field data analyses.

The DIT solutions in equation (12) partition these misori-
entation errors between the source and geophone sides of the
equation (11). A source misorientation error of 6, and geo-
phone misorientation of 6,, with a recorded data matrix of
C(S,)D(t)C(S,),  gives a 8, values of 8,, - S,, and 8, of 8,,
+ S,, where 8,, and & are the values determined for D(t)
without misorientation. DIT, or the linear transformation
technique (LTT, Li and Crampin, 1993) based upon nonsym-
metry detection, can therefore be used to determine the geo-
phone misorientations, S,, relative to the source frame, pro-
vided the source frame is accurately specified (Li and
Crampin,  1991; Yardley, 1992, MacBeth  et al., 1993a).
These techniques can be extended to study the apparent non-
orthogonality of the qS1  and qS2  polarizations projected into
the horizontal plane if they are assumed to lie in a dynamic
plane normal to the ray direction (Li et al., 1993). Although
the results of DIT and LTT for field data are not fully
understood, these theoretical results offer some hope of sepa-
rating the medium from source and geophone inaccuracies as
the depth variations in the 8, and 8, parameters will be dis-
tinctly different for other categories of effects.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 gives a summary of the inaccuracies of estimating
the $51  polarization in split shear waves recorded by four-
component data, caused by source misalignment, variations
of the source and geophone amplitude factors, and misorien-
tation of the source and geophone. Although these results
are strictly relevant to synthetic seismograms from dual
orthogonal sources, with frequency independent source and
geophone amplitude variations, and for the particular types
of estimate, it is expected that these may be translated to vari-
ous other types of estimate (Wild et al., 1993 gives a list) and
for contributions from different frequencies in the overall

response functions. Misalignments of -+_20”  in the direction of
the source motion may be tolerated for the cumulative esti-
mates of splitting if the time delay is larger than 0.12 T, with
only f5” if the time delay is between 0.04 T and 0.12 T. For
cumulative measurements of the wave-field, sufficient time
delay can build up in shear wave splitting to dominate the
polarization estimates in spite of relatively severe inaccura-
cies in source imbalance and geophone miscoupling. For a
time delay between qS1  and qS2 greater than 0.22 T (11 ms
for a 20 Hz source), it is possible to attain this accuracy even
if one of the shear sources (or overall equivalent sources for
stacked data) has a relative amplitude scale factor of 0.4. To
obtain the same degree of error when the time delay is
smaller requires source strengths to deviate by no more than
a scale factor of 0.8 (for 0.04 7’). Similar results hold for geo-
phone mismatch due to differences in the amplitude factors.
The orientation of the receiver tool relative to the source
coordinate frame must be within &lo”.

Interval estimates of polarization across two depth levels
can be formulated to be theoretically independent of the
source effects. The estimates are sensitive to the amplitude of
the variations in coupling between different geophones and
the formation at the two different levels. Accurate polariza-
tions are possible when both factors deviate from unity with
a scale factor greater than 0.87 for model time delays of 0.04
T, but this reduces to 0.50 for larger time delays of 0.16 T.
Also, if two depth levels are used in an estimation using dif-
ferent depth positions for the receiver tool, then the relative
misorientation IS,; - SGI+,I  in the section above, due to tool
twist, must be correct to within f10” to give qS1 polariza-
tions accurate to 5”.

On face value, these results appear hopeful for current
practices of generating, recording and processing vector
wave-field data. However, care must be taken in acquisition
to avoid accumulation of these errors, so that the combined
uncertainty in the polarization does not exceed the +lO”
desired by reservoir engineers for input into reservoir models
(H. Lynn, pers. comm.). An alternative strategy for treating
these uncertainties is suggested from these and other prelimi-
nary results of DIT (MacBeth et al., 1993a) which can be
used for energy, amplitude or semblance. They indicate that
it may be possible under appropriate conditions to separately
identify source, geophone and medium effects. This may
form the basis of a conditioning procedure for multi-compo-
nent data to correct for some of the uncertainties above.

Table 1 is not applicable to far-offset VSP data as other
wave propagation phenomena need to be considered for
energy propagating obliquely through the earth structure and
the experimental control needs to be greater. For polarization
measurements in this case, there will be additional polariza-
tion errors due to oblique transmission through discrete inter-
faces, exciting inhomogeneous waves along the interfaces
which distort the main transmitted signal (Liu and Crampin,
1990). The recorded shear waves will have a lower signal-to-
noise ratio and contain coherent noise from the converted
and interface waves. An additional problem arises due to the
apparent nonorthogonality in the horizontal plane which
produces more uncertainty and additional interpretational
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Table 1. Overview of the effects of the source and geophone amplitude variations and orientation
errors which can be individually tolerated during acquisition, so that 9Sl polarization estimates
derived from split shear waves are accurate to 5” or less. AzM refers to the differential time delay for
the split shear waves and T the peak period of the source wavelet. Limits for source misalignment,
source imbalance and geophone misorientation are based upon synthetic seismogram computations,
whereas the results for geophone misorientation are from theoretical calculations.-

TYPE OF ‘ESTIMATION

Type of error Cumulative Local

Source l&J S 20" for ATE > 0.12 T
misalignment [&.I I 5” for AT, > 0.04 T
Source ICY 2 0.4 for ATE 2 0.22 T
imbalance ICY 2 0.8 for ATE> 0.04 T
Geophone Q 2 0.4 for ATE> 0.22 T
miscoupling tcG 2 0.8 for ATE> 0.04 T
Geiophone lsGl 5 10”
misorientation __-

ambiguity, and a complete nine-component data matrix
should be used (Li et al., 1993). The additional expected
uncertainty in the polarization estimates will broaden the
degree of existing nonuniqueness inherent in anisotropic
inversion, which aims to determine information on a com-
plete range of equivalent anisotropic parameters (or elastic
constants) from oblique incidence raypaths (MacBeth, 1991).
It is consequently critical in offset studies to process data
from a predesigned optimal seismic acquisition geometry so
that potential nonuniquenesses can be reduced (MacBeth et
al., 1993b).

The effects identified in this study have been chosen to
represent the principal causes of inaccuracy in the shear
wave polarization estimates. These have been analysed using
processing formulations based upon a vector convolutional
model. This model is an undeniable approximation of the
true anisotropic wave propagation, serving to simplify the
mathematics for forward modelling to a level at which pro-
cessing or inversion tools can be developed. The model may
need further refinement to incorporate a more complete
understanding of the interaction between the source and geo-
phone and the real earth. This is particularly crucial in light
of recent reports regarding uncertainties in the input source
signature for scalar processing (Ziolkowski, 1991) and addi-
tional contributions arising from nonlinear phenomena (vari-
ous presentations at the Vibroseis workshop, EAEG, Paris,
1992). One major assumption is that the source and geo-
phone radiation patterns are uniform and isotropic so that
vector wave-field data can be treated as a tensor field. This
may not be wholly justified unless the data have been
recorded or generated using carefully designed instruments,
such as the Gal’perin recording configuration, or conditioned
to eliminate this effect (Muir et al., 1989). However, addi-
tional complications arise due to anisotropy at the source ori-
gin and may cause distortions of the radiation patterns
(Robertson and Corrigan, 1983) and give an initial distribu-
tion of polarizations and time delays unlike the isotropic case
with these contributions extending to the far-field (Tsvanskin
and Chesnokov, 1990; Gajewski, 1993). There is experimen-
tal evidence of such possible complications from a compari-
son of mathematical source rotation and field observations of
the physical rotation of a shear source (L.Y. Brodov, pers.
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comm.). Additional evidence is supplied by Ghose and
Takahashi (199 1) who find significant differences between
seismograms derived from the physical and mathematical
rotation of sensors on a downhole  OYO sonde. There is a
requirement for a more complete understanding of near-field
interactions with the strongly heterogeneous, laterally vary-
ing, and anisotropic surface layers. This may be achieved by
a critical look at source and downhole  geophone effects in
the controlled field conditions of test sites to calibrate exist-
ing processing and analysis routines for anisotropy.
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